
Ito Toyō Museum of Architecture

It Shows Works of Mr. Ito and His 
Architecture School’s Activities.

Projects to Energize
Omishima

・Making a toast with the first
wine from the Inland Sea region. 

・Designing an auberge to hold birthday parties with wine  
from Omishima.

・Developing a new mode of transportation to enjoy   
the island’s beautiful landscape.

・Exchanging memories through a swapping system. etc.

Time passes really slowly 
here…

Mr. Ito’s house has been recreated here！

Curator
Ms. Yamada Aki

Ms. Yamada Recommends … !

You will see the marvelous view of the Inland 
Sea from the Silver Hut！ In winter, the color of 
the surrounding citrus groves turn orange.  The 
landscape is really original in Omishima.

The Silver Hut

Add：2418, Urado Omishima Town
☎ ：0897-74-7220
Open：9:00～17:00
Off  :  Mondays（Closed next day if Monday is a 

holiday )   December 27～31
￥：840 yen ( Students : 420 yen)

※Group : 20 persons~, 65 years or older   
… 20% Off each

※ 18 years or under, the challenged and 
their caregiver(1 person) … Free each

● Visit this inn!
・You will enjoy the outdoor life, because it is full of 

nature with the sea and the mountains!
・The warmth of wood makes the inn comfortable.

Add：5208-1, Munakata
☎：0897-83-1111
Reception：8:00～21:00
Off：Not Regularly
※See the homepage for the 
operation during the Obon and 
New-Year holidays.

What Is
Ikoi-no Ie?

Omishima Furusato Ikoi-no Ie

I want you to come and feel this nature.  Some will 
feel nostalgia and some will find it novel.

This inn opened in 1988 by remodeling the building of 
former Munakata Elementary School, which was 
closed in March of 1985, The nostalgic atmosphere 
of the wooden school building remains.

Renewal Open in the middle of April 2018

・A refreshing accommodation
・The wooden corridors and shoeboxes

are still in use.

Managers
Fujiwara Taisei and Mari

Kaidemma in Munakata What’s Kaidemma in Munakata?
The origin is that islanders piloted a boat to and from the 
harbor when the Jingu Empress came to the Inland Sea on 
her way to conquer the Sinra.   Its history dates back over 
200 years ago, and it is held around June 17.

Carry the portable shrines to the shore  

Load them on the three ships

Offer the shrine to the royal barge

Race endlessly
（two laps in the bay now）

Kaidenma on the 17th Night

This event had been suspended since
1999. Then Hayashi Yutaka suggested
restarting it. Though the boats were
rtattered, they couldn’t be fixed due to
the lack of money. However, sponsored
by “Setouchi Shimanowa Festival 2014,”
they were repaired, and it’s been revived.

How Did It Restart?
Exciting!

Burning!!

Check the web page and Facebook!

The threeree boats race to the royal barge offshore.
（The royal barge no longer exists. ）


